Clearify™

Essential Oil Blend 15 mL
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The environment we live, work, and breathe in has a large
impact on overall health. As the world around you continues
to move around us, at times it feels like there’s no time to
take a fresh breath of air and reset. Clearify essential oil
blend can help. Clearify is an aromatic blend of essential
oils combined to provide fresh energy to your day. Litsea
contains the phytochemical compounds neral and geranial.
Clearify includes Tangerine and Grapefruit, citrus essential
oils that are natural sources of limonene, a powerful
phytochemical known to help calm and uplift. Also in the
blend is Frankincense essential oil, which includes alphapinene, which may contribute to Frankincense’s soothing
properties. Clearify can be diffused at home, in the work
place, or in your car daily as a way to refresh your
surroundings with an invigorating, refreshing aroma to help
you get through your busy day.
Application:
Aromatic Description: Fresh and Sweet
Ingredients: Litsea Oil, Tangerine Oil, Grapefruit Oil,
Frankincense Oil, Cardamom Oil

KEY INGREDIENTS AND BENEFITS
• Has a calming, yet uplifting aroma
• Refreshes your home or office throughout the day
• Useful throughout the day when taking a moment
to breathe

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Diffuse in home or office all day, every day. Use lightly for
day-to-day air maintenance and increase aromatic volume
as needed. One drop may also be added to air filters and
masques.

CAUTIONS
When diffusing, a very light aroma in a room is ideal. If you
experience any discomfort with eyes or respiratory tract,
decrease the amount of drops being diffused. For aromatic
use only, not for topical or internal use.
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